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POLISHING A GEM
T h e R e d eve l o p m e n t o f V i n eya r d 9
TERROI R | SPRI NG 2020

Cover & Page 2-3 Donna Reid ADIYL Photography

Cover: With the vines removed, ripping and recontouring
prepares sections of Vineyard 9 for replanting to Chardonnay
KnightsValley in the background, a water truck prepares the
ground for the recompaction necessary to avoid winter erosion
before replanting next spring.
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Last spring, we announced the exciting expansion of our Knights
Valley estate with the purchase of an adjoining 112-acre land parcel,
including 18 acres of vines. Steady progress is continuing towards
integrating the new vineyards into our estate.
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For now, the new vines are collectively dubbed ‘Vineyard 9’, the French names
will come later, once we have worked and lived with the terroir and tasted its offerings. Historically, it can take Paul, Emily, Sir Peter and the team almost as long
to agree on the names for each wine as it does to grow the vines and make the
wine! The new blocks are perched on a set of steep slopes adjacent to our existing Chardonnay vineyards. Currently planted to red Bordeaux varietals, over the
next several years we will convert the vineyard to Chardonnay with the intention
of adding one or more new bottlings to our portfolio.
Sir Peter has always admired Vineyard 9 and thought the previous owner ‘very
brave’ for planting such rugged terrain so high on the mountain. However, the
new property was a bit like a trip back in time to the early days of our Knights
Valley estate, just a basic system of dirt roads with rudimentary drainage and
irrigation systems. Bringing the property up to Peter Michael Winery’s current
standards will be a multi-year project.
The main roads have already been paved with compacted shale and the banks cut
back to prevent erosion. This was a necessary first step, allowing much better access to the vineyard blocks.
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The conversion of the vineyard is now in full swing. In areas where we agreed
with the row orientation, we are ‘grafting over’ the existing vines to Chardonnay.
The trunk of the vine is cut cleanly about a foot above the ground. Our skilled
team then delicately notch into the stump to insert Chardonnay buds carefully
selected from vines on our estate. The trick is to nest the bud into the living cambium layer of the vine so the two will grow together. The graft is then bandaged
to protect the bud as it starts to grow. Grafting offers the advantage of retaining
the mature vine’s root system so the new ‘fruit wood’ develops faster than if we
were planting a new vine. A grafted vine will be producing fruit in just two to
three years.

A newly grafted vine in Vineyard 9.The white
‘bandage’ protects the Chardonnay bud.This vine
will be producing fruit in just two to three years.
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In areas where we prefer a different row orientation, the vines are being
completely removed. While more time consuming and costly than grafting,
replanting from scratch has advantages. We are able to select the exact row
orientation and vine spacing we prefer. In addition, we have the opportunity
to contour the land, rendering the slope even more perfect. Adding subsurface
drainage pipes, allows for better control of storm water, preventing slides and
erosion. However, on such steep slopes, this is a delicate operation that must be
done with care. Recompacting and erosion control measures become extremely
important to bring the prepared ground through its first winter without
erosion. The soil is then ripped to loosen it for planting vines the following
spring. Allowing time for the new vines to establish themselves, four to five
years must be invested before we see the first fruit.
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To date, we have grafted over 5.4 acres and prepared another 5.1 for replanting.
We plan to have the entire vineyard converted to Chardonnay by 2021, and
hope to be sipping the first wine from the project in 2024 or 25. None of this
can be hurried. We have to embrace the process as we wait for the character
of the vineyard to reveal itself. As Paul Michael puts it, ‘Patience is one of the
requirements of being a vintner but while the vines create their magic, we’ll have
the time to explore, ponder, debate and eventually agree on appropriate new
French names for our wines.’
Paul, in the hat, Emily and oldest son Elliot inspect the newly grafted
sections of Vineyard 9. No doubt, they are beginning to ponder the
French name to give this vineyard and resulting wine.
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2020 RELEASE SCHEDULE
SPRING:
2017
2018
2018
2018
2018

‘Les Pavots’ Estate Cabernet Blend
‘Le Moulin Rouge’ Pinot Noir
‘La Carrière’ Estate Chardonnay
‘Belle Côte’ Estate Chardonnay
‘Cuvée Indigène’ Estate Chardonnay
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Associate winemaker, Emily Raab, makes her rounds through the cellar.

FALL:
2017
2017
2019
2018
2018
2018

‘Au Paradis’ Estate Cabernet Sauvignon
‘L’Esprit des Pavots’ Estate Cabernet Blend
‘L’Après-Midi’ Estate Sauvignon Blanc
‘Mon Plaisir’ Estate Chardonnay
‘Ma Belle-Fille’ Estate Chardonnay
‘Point Rouge’ Estate Chardonnay
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PETER MICHAEL FOUNDATION UPDATE
Development of New Prostate Cancer
Diagnostics & Therapies
The Peter Michael Foundation is currently underwriting six prostate cancer
projects at four institutions:
Fred & Pamela Buffett Cancer Center
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center
Stanford Cancer Institute
Helen Diller Family Comprehensive Cancer Center at the University of
California San Francisco
Because they are deemed too ‘risky’, these are diagnostics and therapies that
simply don’t get funding from NIH or the US government. But when they
succeed, the positive results on patients can be quite remarkable.
One example is the Foundation’s Photo Acoustic Imaging work with Dr. Sam
10 Gambhir, Chair of Radiology at Stanford. This is a theranostic (i.e. diagnostic &
therapy combined) that identifies and kills prostate cancer at the cellular level.
This new prostate cancer approach was recently validated with publication in
Science Translational Medicine, a leading scientific journal. The publication has
generated interest in commercialization of the technology and treatment.
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Left: Stanford Radiology Chair, Dr. Sam
Gambhir MD (left)
with Peter Michael
Foundation Fellow
Dr. Idan Steinberg,
PhD. Funding from
the Peter Michael
Foundation helps
institutions attract
and retain top research talent.
Below: Dr. Steinberg
working with photo
acoustic imaging
developed, in part,
with funding from
the Peter Michael
Foundation.
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PMF’s support of these prostate cancer
projects also has a ripple or network effect.
First, the money we provide the institutions
helps with proof of concept that allows
them to leverage the results for larger
grants from other sources. Second, the
projects help them attract the best and the
brightest MDs and PhDs and encourage
them to stay in science and medicine.
Patient and Family Support - As a public service, the Foundation provides
referrals to both men and women for a range of oncology issues. PMF guides
them to information sources and, most importantly, provides referrals to
physicians at the top medical centers around the US.
For further information, please visit: www.PeterMichaelFoundation.org
or email Walter@PeterMichaelFoundation.org.
P ETERMI CHAELWI NERY.COM | 800 354 4 4 59
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A Note About Our 2018 Estate Pinot Noir
Our commitment to creating world-class wines means that we hold each bottling
to the highest standards of quality, at every step in the process. These standards
and practices ensure that we are able to share each release with confidence that
our wines reflect true “grand cru” quality.
We have determined that our 2018 estate-grown Pinot Noir did not meet our
standards. As the wines developed in barrel, it became clear that they lacked the
compelling depth and concentration we expect in our wines. As a result, we did
not bottle any Le Caprice, Ma Danseuse or Clos du Ciel in the 2018 vintage.
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We are happy to report that conditions 200 miles to the south at Pisoni Vineyards, where grapes for our Le Moulin Rouge are grown, were more cooperative,
and we are excited to offer you this wine as part of our spring release.
We appreciate your understanding and look forward to offering our estate-grown
Pinots with the release of the 2019 vintage next year.
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2020 SPRING RELEASE

THE WINEMAKER’S
TA S T I N G N OT E S
from Nicolas Morlet
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2017 Les Pavots Estate Cabernet Blend

Deep ruby color with a red-purple rim, 2017 Les Pavots reveals abundant aromas
of ripe black fruit and jammy black currant. The bouquet expresses nuances of
vanilla bean, ‘garrigue’ and leather. Full-bodied and elegant on the palate, the
wine offers generous, ripe, dried, red and black fruit flavors. The mouth feel
is dense and round, with supple tannins and subtle mineral notes, loaded with
blackberry, raspberry liqueur, fur and black pepper notes leading to a long finish.
Approachable now, the wine provides a classic presentation of our estate’s terroir
and will continue to age gracefully for two decades.
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2018 Le Caprice Estate Pinot Noir

The winery has elected to not bottle this wine in the 2018 vintage. Please see
the page 13 for details.
2018 Le Moulin Rouge Pinot Noir

On the nose, the 2018 Le Moulin Rouge is packed with intense aromas of plum,
wild strawberry, red cherry, violet, followed with hints of black tea. Opening
further, the bouquet reveals additional aromas of blackberry, plum, and graphite
with sage and iris in the background. Intense in the mouth, the wine blends
richness and delicacy as the flavors stretch to a long, earthy and fruit-filled finish.
This beautiful wine drinks well young yet will age for a decade.
2018 La Carrière Estate Chardonnay

The signature of this vineyard remains its terroir-driven minerality. The
nose is dominated by aromas of toasted almond, brioche, dry honey, white
flowers, hazelnut and William pear. Accents of acacia, orange blossom and
vanilla complete the elegant bouquet. White peach and citrus oil highlight the
minerality. Magnificent concentration and elegance on the palate sculpt the
structure of this wine, offering richness and intensity. While approachable now,
the 2018 La Carrière will handsomely reward two years of cellaring and will
continue to develop for a decade or more.
2018 Belle Côte Estate Chardonnay

The nose is distinctly powerfully hedonistic and intense with aromas of rose
petal, lychee nut, orange blossom and acacia, with a background of mineral,
yellow peach, candied orange, greengage, toasted almond and nougat. Creamy
and weighty in the mouth, the palate is seamless and rich. Accents of pain grillé,
almond, honey, hazelnut and brioche, with crisp natural acidity and minerals
complete the mouth feel. Approachable now, the 2018 Belle Côte will blossom
with two years of cellaring and will continue to develop for a decade or more.
2018 Cuvée Indigène Estate Chardonnay

The 2018 Cuvée Indigène leads with an intense and expressive nose of brioche,
mineral, candied orange, mangosteen, peach blossom, lemon oil, yellow peach
and dried apricot. Notes of toasted hazelnut, vanilla, meringue and subtle white
truffle interact to complete a multi-layered and very intense bouquet. In the
mouth, the texture is rich and creamy, displaying ample ‘gras’ balanced with
a lingering mineral finish and bright acidity. Approachable now, the wine will
reward several years of cellaring and continue to develop for two decades, much
like its Burgundian cousins from Corton-Charlemagne.
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‘The earth is what we
all have in common’
~ Wendell Berry

Fo l l ow u s
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